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Love to some people is the feeling that suits them, the best feeling ever, the soothing and lovely
moments which moved them into fantasy. To some Love is just for few months and to some they long
for lasting or lifetime lovely relationship. My name remain Ayonimyte, my main point is HAVING SEX 
WITH A STRANGER.

None of us reading or hearing me now, can make love with a totally ragged mad person but obviously
that is what most of us does. Lovely feeling can quickly work you up to sexual intercourse. Most of the
time is like Feeling Lovely use to suspend our brain cells; such that do this thing is the only language
our whole being wanted to hear. Love at first sight is not real Love. Most of the time we give-in into sex
 without really knowing the person and we later discovered who the person we have slept with is really
is. I pray for deliverance in Jesus name. In God’s setting, when you have sex before marriage, it shows

1. Lack of sexual feeling control and marriage can’t stopped it.
2. In adequacy of biblical knowledge.
3.  Abuse of moral culture.
4. That you are being control by your flesh, people or the devil, it’s sure that you will cheat in

marriage.
5. It shows that you are not a complete man in God; any little contrary wind can blow you off.

Through sex before marriage many had sold out their destiny to the evil one, because each time we
break God’s (scriptural) standard then we license the devil to deal with us. Only those looking for way
out will believed me. One more thing;

Romantic moments in courtship  will one day lead to sex before marriage, too much of romantic 
moments in marriage will lead to lack of respect.
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I pray that those capture by the wicked are released in Jesus name. Take your stand in Christ and 
you will not fulfill the lust of the flesh.

Study this scriptures

Ephesians  2:3  Among whom also we all had our conversation in times past in the lusts of our 
flesh, fulfilling the desires of the flesh and of the mind; and were by nature the children of 
wrath, even as others.

Galatians  5:16  This I say then, Walk in the Spirit, and ye shall not fulfil the lust of the flesh.

Wisdom is the principal thing; therefore get wisdom: and with all thy getting get understanding.
Proverbs 4:7
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